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The course „Future of Mobility“ blends classroom learning with real-life case 

studies plus readings and videos on the potentially “revolutionary” mobility 

pathways, the impact on the automotive, power, oil & gas industry and urban 

living incl. social implications. Participants will be given selected materials, 

pre-reads, video materials, exercises and case studies.  

The course will introduce technological and economic drivers about how to 

cope with macro- and microeconomic challenges and put a focus on policy 

choices for policymakers at European, national and local levels to navigate 

the disruptions for desirable societal outcomes. 

 

Contents 
 

Mobility is an essential human need and a key enabler of personal freedom, 

participation and societal wealth. Car mobility has dominated cities for 

almost a century and with individual car ownership daily routines across the 

globe. Now in the digital age, three “revolutions” are occurring almost 

simultaneously and feed off each other: the advent of autonomous, electric 

and shared mobility.  

This is changing the face of cities and has a major impact on the adjacent 

power industry as well as oil and gas, changing infrastructure needs and 

global trade flows.  

While cities may become human-centric again and jointly with e-bikes, e-

scooters and e-light duty trucks served by a multitude of business models, 

the amount of cars required may decrease significantly and the need for oil 

in transport altogether. The future power grid, already challenged by the 

transition to volatile renewable based decentral generation and 

sophisticated balancing between many source and use centres, will have to 

adapt. Unless smart charging is enacted, power demand may abruptly 

surge, at the same time car batteries may collectively contribute to grid 

balancing as a flexibility option. Electrification in the light duty vehicle sector 

may happen directly via battery-electric route or indirectly via hydrogen fuel 

cells, again with different implications for essential industries and overall 

jobs, economic growth and wealth. 
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Dates 

22-24 November 2018 

09:30 – 16:30 

 

Fees 

Diploma programme: included 

Short course: 2.750 € 

 

 

 

 

Key Benefits 

↗ Understand how policy makers 

can influence, if a “heaven” or “hell” 

scenario in urban mobility will 

develop 

 

↗ Apply methods such as Total 

Cost of Ownership, Life-Cycle-

Analysis or Behavioural Conjoint 

 

↗ Evaluate the feasibility of mid 

and long-term energy and mobility 

scenarios 


